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MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

In March 1993, I initiated a comprehensive review of the nation's defense strategy, force structure,
modernization, infrastructure, and foundations. I felt that a department-wide review needed to be conducted
"from the bottom up" because of the dramatic changes that have occurred in the world as a result of the end of
the Cold War and the dissolution of the Soviet Union. These changes in the international security environment
have fundamentally altered America's security needs. Thus, the underlying premise of the Bottom-Up Review
was that we needed to reassess all of our defense concepts, plans, and programs from the ground up.

This final report on the Bottom-Up Review provides the results of that unprecedented and collaborative
effort. It represents the product of hundreds of individuals' labor and dedication. It describes the extensive
analysis that went into the review and the recommendations and decisions that emerged.

First and foremost, the Bottom-Up Review provides the direction for shifting America's focus away from
a strategy designed to meet a global Soviet threat to one oriented toward the new dangers of the post-Cold War
era. Chief among the new dangers is that of aggression by regional powers.

One of the central factors in our analysis was the judgment that the United States must field forces capable,
in concert with its allies, of fighting and winning two major regional conflicts that occur nearly simultaneously.
This capability is important in part because we do not want a potential aggressor in one region to be tempted to
take advantage if we are already engaged in halting aggression in another. Further, sizing U.S. forces to fight and
win two major regional conflicts provides a hedge against the possibility that a future adversary might one day
confront us with a larger-than-expected threat.

Our analysis showed that we can maintain a capability to fight and win two major regional conflicts and
still make prudent reductions in our overall force structure - so long as we implement a series of critical force
enhancements to improve our strategic mobility and strengthen our early-arriving antiarrnor capability, and take
other steps to ensure our ability to halt regional aggression quickly.

Second, the review's results demonstrate to our allies, friends, and potential foes alike that the United States
will remain a world power in this new era. We are not going to withdraw from our involvement around the world.
While we no longer need to prepare for global war, the new dangers to our interests are global. Our review spelled
out what military forces and capabilities will be needed to meet the new dangers.

Finally, the review lays the foundation for what is needed to fulfill President Clinton's pledge to keep
America's military the best-trained, best-equipped, best-prepared fighting force in the world.

Providing that foundation means making readiness our number one defense priority. I have directed that
this emphasis on readiness be integrated into the entire defense planning, programming, and budgeting process.
We will develop new measures and standards of readiness that fit the new and less predictable requirements of
the post-Cold War era.
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Fulfilling the President's pledge also means proceeding with a prudent program of selectively modernizing
key weapon systems. To keep our technological superiority in a period ofconstrained resources, we must simplify
and improve the acquisition process as we simultaneously exploit the tremendous advances occurring in American
industry to maintain the quality and effectiveness of our military systems.

One way we will take advantage of technological advances while reducing research, development, and
procurement costs is by launching a loint Advanced Strike Technology (lAST) program. The lAST program will
focus on developing common components - such as engines, avionics, materials, and munitions - that could
be used with any future combat aircraft the nation decides to build. Faster incorporation oftechnological advances
into weapons can provide significant advantages for U.S. forces against potential adversaries.

And we must keep faith with the men and women in America's armed forces who have made service to their
country their life's work. People are at the heart of our armed forces, and we must not break our bond with them.
We must continue to provide the full range and quality of support, training, and education that have made ours
the most highly professional, trained, and motivated force in the world. We must also treat fairly those who are
leaving the military, as well as the people and communities who have long supported our armed forces.

I am very proud of the work done by the men and women in the Department of Defense, both military and
civilian, during the Bottom-Up Review. We all realize that there is still much more to be done. As you read this
report, that effort has already begun.
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SECTION I

NATIONAL SECURITY IN THE POST-COLD WAR ERA

Introduction

The Cold War is behind us. The Soviet Union is no
longer. The threat that drove our defense decision
making for four and a half decades - that detennined
our strategy and tactics, our doctrine, the size and shape
of our forces, the design of our weapons, and the size
of our defense budgets - is gone.

Now that the Cold War is over, the questions we
face in the Department of Defense are: How do we
structure the anned forces of the United States for the
future? How much defense is enough in the post-Cold
War era?

Several important events over the past four years
underscore the revolutionary nature of recent changes
in the international security environment and shed light
on this new era and on America's future defense and
security requirements:

• In 1989, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the
collapse of communism throughout Eastern Eu
rope precipitated a strategic shift away from con
tainment of the Soviet empire.

In the aftennath of such epochal events, it has
become clear that the framework that guided our secu
rity policy during the Cold War is inadequate for the
future. We must determine the characteristics of this
new era, develop a new strategy, and restructure our
anned forces and defense programs accordingly. We
cannot, as we did for the past several decades, premise
this year's forces, programs, and budgets on incremen
tal shifts from last year's efforts. We must rebuild our
defense strategy, forces, and defense programs and
budgets from the bottom up.

The purpose of the Bottom-Up Review was to

define the strategy, force structure, modernization pro
grams, industrial base, and infrastructure needed to
meet new dangers and seize new opportunities.

An Era of New Dangers

Most striking in the transition from the Cold War
is the shift in the nature of the dangers to our interests,
as illustrated in Figure 1.

New Dangers
• In 1990, Iraq's brutal invasion of Kuwait sig
naled a new class of regional dangers facing
America - dangers spurred not by a global, em
pire-building ideological power. but by rogue lead
ers set on regional domination through military
aggression while simultaneously pursuing nuclear,
biological, and chemical weapons capabilities. The
world's response to Saddam's invasion also dem
onstrated the potential in this new era for broad
based. collective military action to thwart such
tyrants.

OLD

-Global threat from massive
Soviet nuclear and conventional
forces

NEW

-Spread of nuclear, biological,
and chemical weapons
-Aggression by major regional
powers or ethnic and religious
conflict
-Potential failure of democratic
reform in the former Soviet Union
and elsewhere
·Potential failure to build a strong
and growing U.S. economy

- In 1991, the failed Soviet coup demonstrated the
Russian people's desire for democratic change and
hastened the collapse of the Soviet Union as a
national entity and military foe.
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The new dangers fall into four broad categories:

• Dangers posed by nuclear weapons and other
weapons of mass destruction, including dangers
associated with the proliferation of nuclear, bio
logical, and chemical weapons as well as those
associated with the large stocks of these weapons
that remain in the former Soviet Union.

• Regional dangers, posed primarily by the threat
of large-scale aggression by major regional pow
ers with interests antithetical to our own, but also
by the potential for smaller, often internal, con
flicts based on ethnic or religious animosities,
state-sponsored terrorism, orsubversion offriendly
governments.

• Dangers to democracy andreform, in the former
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and elsewhere.

Section I
NAT10NAL SECURITY IN THE POST-COLD WAR ER>\

- Expand and adapt our existing security partner
ships and alliances and build a larger community
of democratic nations.

- Promote new regional security arrangements
and alliances to improve deterrence and reduce the
potential for aggression by hostile regional pow
ers.

- Implement the dramatic reductions in the strate
gic nuclear arsenals of the United States and the
former Soviet Union achieved in the Strategic
Arms Reduction Talks (START) I and II treaties.

- Protect and advance our security with fewer
resources, freeing excess resources to be invested
in other areas vital to our prosperity.

New Opportunities
• Economicdangers toournational security, which
could result if we fail to build a strong, competitive
and growing economy.

Our armed forces are central to combating the first
two dangers and can playa significant role in meeting
the second two. Our predictions and conclusions about
the nature and characteristics ofthese dangers will help
mold our strategy and size and shape our future mili
tary forces.

An Era of New Opportunities

OLD

-Slim hope of diminished
dangers

NEW

-Expand security partnerships
-Build community of democratic
nations
-Improve regional deterrence
-Implement dramatic nuclear
reductions
·Protect U.S. security with fewer
resources

Today, there is promise that we can replace the
East-West confrontation of the Cold War with an era in
which the community of nations, guided by a common
commitment to democratic principles, free-market
economics, and the rule of law, can be significantly
enlarged.

As Figure 2 shows, beyond new dangers there are
new opponunities: realistic aspirations that, ifwe dedi
cate ourselves to pursue wonhy goals, \Ve can reach a
world of greater safety, freedom, and prosperity. Our
armed forces can contribute to this objective. In brief,
we see new opportunities to:

Figure 2

Enduring U.S. Goals

Despite these revolutionary changes in our secu
rity environment, the most basic goals of the United
States have not changed. They are to:

- Protect the Iives and personal safety of Ameri
cans, both at home and abroad.

• Maintain the political freedom and indepen
dence of the United States with its values, institu
tions, and territory intact.
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Section I
iliATIONAL SECURITY IN THE POST-COLD WAR ERA

• Provide for the well-being and prosperity of the
nation and its people.

In addition to these fundamental goals, we have
core values that we have an interest in promoting.
These include democracy and human rights, the peace
ful resolution of conflict, and the maintenance of open
markets in the international economic system. The
advancement of these core values contributes signifi
cantly to the achievement of our fundamental national
goals: our nation will be more secure in a world of
democratic and pluralistic institutions, and our eco
nomic well-being will be enhanced by the maintenance
of an open international economic system.

AStrategy of Engagement, Prevention,
and Partnership

To protect and advance these enduring goals in this
new era, the United States must pursue a strategy
characterized by continued political, economic, and
military engagement internationally. Such an ap
proach helps to avoid the risks of global instability and
imbalance that could accompany a precipitous U.S.
withdrawal from security commitments. It also helps
shape the international environment in ways needed to
protect and advance U.S. objectives over the longer
tenn, and to prevent threats to our interests from
arising.

Moreover, we must adapt our defense policies and
alliances to meet fast-moving changes both at home
and abroad. We and our allies need to modify and build
upon the basic bargains upon which our security rela
tionships are based, and begin now to define and create
new mutual expectations, arrangements, and institu
tions to help manage our affairs in the coming decades.

This strategy ofengagement will be defined by two
characteristics: prevention and partnership. It advo
cates preventing threats to our interests by promoting
democracy, economic growth and free markets, human
dignity, and the peaceful resolution of conflict, giving
first priority to regions critical to our interests. Our ne,,'
strategy will also pursue an international partnership

3

for freedom, prosperity, and peace. To succeed, this
partnership will require the contributions of our allies
and will depend on our ability to establish fair and
equitable political, economic, and military relation
ships with them.

Ourprimary task, thell. as a nation is to strengthen
Ollr society and economyfor the demanding competi
tive environment ofthe 21st century. vl/hile at the same
time avoiding the risks of precipitous reductions in
defense capabilities and the overseas commitments
they support. Such reductions could defeat attempts to
improve both our overall security situation and our
prosperity.

Sustaining and Adapting Alliances

Building a coalition of democracies will be central
to achieving this overarching objective. The common
values and objectives of democratic nations provide a
basis for cooperation across a broad spectrum ofpolicy
areas, from deterrence and defense against aggression
to the promotion of individual and minority rights. We
can strive to make the most of this commonality of
values and interests by expanding and adapting mecha
nisms to facilitate policy coordination and cooperation
among democracies.

A continued willingness on the part of the United
States to act as a security partner and leader will be an
important factor in sustaining cooperation in many
areas. Our strategy therefore envisions that the United
States will remain the leading security partner in Eu
rope, East Asia, the Near East, and Southwest Asia.
However, we must find ways to sustain our leadership
at lower cost. For their part, our allies must be sensitive
to the linkages between a sustained U.S. commitment
to their security on the one hand, and their actions in
such areas as trade policy, technology transfer, and
participation in multinational security operations on
the other.

Finally, we must encourage the spread of demo
cratic values and institutions. In this regard, the col
lapse of the former Soviet empire presents an unparal-
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leled opportunity to bring peace and prosperity to
millions of people who have expressed a clear desire to
join the community of democracies.

Section I
NATIONAL SECURITY IN THE POST-COLD WAR ERA

Methodology of the
Bottom-Up Review

Objectives and Methodology of the
Bottom-Up Review

We undertook the Bottom-Up Review to select the
right strategy, force structure, modernization programs,
and supporting industrial base and infrastructure to
provide for America's defense in the post-Cold War
era

Figure 3 shows the step-by-step process we used to
develop key assumptions, broad principles, and gen
eral objectives and translate them into a specific plan
for our strategy, forces, and defense resources. These
steps included:

• Assessing the post-Cold War era, and particu
larly the new dangers and opportunities it presents.

ASSESS THE
POST-COLD WAR

ERA

DEVISE
U.S. DEFENSE

STRATEGY

CONSTRUCT
FORCE BUILDING

BLOCKS

COMBINE
FORCE

BUILDING BLOCKS

DECISIONS FOR
BOnOM-UP

REVIEW

Force Structure

Modernization

Defense Foundations

Policy Initiatives

BUILD MULTI
YEAR

DEFENSE PLAN

• Devising a defense strategy to protect and ad
vance our interests in this new period.

• Constructing building blocks of forces to imple
ment the strategy.

• Combining these force building blocks to pro
duce options for our overall force structure.

• Complementing the force structure with weap
ons acquisition programs to modernize our forces,
defense foundations to sustain them, and policy
initiatives to address new dangers and take advan
tage of new opportunities.

With the Bottom-Up Review now complete, we
will utilize its results to build a multiyear plan for
America's future security, detailing the forces. pro
grams, and defense budgets the United States needs to
protect and advance its interests in the post-Cold
War era.

Figure 3

The Bottom-Up Review represented a close col
laboration between the civilian and military sectors of
the Department of Defense (000). Task forces were
established - including representatives from the Of
fice ofthe Secretary ofOefense (OSO), the Joint Staff,
the unified and specified commands, each of the armed

. services and, \vhere appropriate, other defense agen
cies - to review the major issues entailed in planning
defense strategy, forces, modernization programs, and
other defense foundations. Numerous studies helped
to formulate the key issues for decisionmakers and
provided the analytical underpinning for the review.
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SECTION II

A DEFENSE STRATEGY FOR THE NEW ERA

The requirement to thwart new dangers and seize
new opportunities sets the objectives our forces should
try to achieve. The discussion below describes in more
detail the dangers and opportunities we now foresee
and outlines a strategy for dealing with them.

Nuclear Dangers and Opportunities

Dangers posed by nuclear weapons and other weap
ons of mass destruction (WMD) - that is, biological
and chemical weapons - are growing. Beyond the
five declared nUclear-weapon states (the United States,
Russia, France, Great Britain, and China), at least 20
other nations either have acquired or are attempting to
acquire weapons of mass destruction. In most areas
where U.S. forces could potentially be engaged on a
large scale, such as Korea or the Persian Gulf, our
likely adversaries already possess chemical and bio
logical weapons. Moreover. many of these same states
(e.g., North Korea, Iraq. and Iran) appear to be em
barked upon detennined efforts to acquire nuclear
weapons.

Weapons of mass destruction in the hands of a
hostile power not only threaten U.S. lives but also
challenge our ability to use force to protect our inter
ests. The acquisition of nuclear weapons by a regional
aggressor would pose very serious challenges. For
example, a hostile nuclear-anned state could threaten:

• Its neighbors. perhaps dissuading friendly states
from seeking our help to resist aggression.

• Concentrations of U.S. forces deployed in the
region.

• Regional airfields and ports critical to U.S. rein
forcement operations.

• American cities - either with covertly deliv
ered weapons or. eventually, ballistic or cruise
missiles.

We also continue to face nuclear danaers from the
'"fonner Soviet Union (FSU). Although our relations

with Russia are friendly and cooperative, and although
the chances of U.S.-Russian military confrontation
have declined dramatically and we are cooperating
with the Russians to safely reduce their nuclear arsenal,
Moscow still controls tens of thousands of nuclear
weapons - a factor to be reckoned with should anti
Western elements take control of the Russian crovern-

'"ment. Even after START II is ratified and imple-
mented, Russia will maintain a fonnidable nuclear
arsenal of 3,000 to 3,500 deliverable weapons.

Moreover, several thousand strategic nuclear weap
ons from the fonner Soviet arsenal lie outside Russia.
Although the leaders of Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and
Belarus have pledged to eliminate the strategic nuclear
arsenals on their territories. the disposition of these
weapons remains uncertain. While at present we
assess that those weapons are secure, increasing politi
cal and social disorder in these newly independent
states could heighten the risk that nuclear weapons
might be used accidentally, in an unauthorized manner,
or could fall into the hands of terrorist groups or
nations. There is also a danger that the materials,
equipment, and know-how needed to make nuclear
weapons could leak through porous borders to other
nations.

Beyond the promise of continued reductions in the
nuclear stockpile of the fonner Soviet Union, as well as
in our own, there are other opportunities for the inter
national community to reduce the danger of nuclear
weapons and other weapons of mass destruction. With
international cooperation to strengthen and expand
existing agreements, it should be possible to slow, if
not halt, further proliferation; reduce the size and
aggregate destructive power of nuclear, chemical, and
biological arsenals: and deter or prevent the actual use
of these weapons. This will involve diplomatic means
such as strengthening the provisions of and widenin£
participation in the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty~
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implementing the Chemical Weapons Convention and
the Missile Technology Control Regime, and negotiat
ing nuclear testing limitations.

However, in addition to cooperative threat reduc
tion and nonproliferation efforts, the United States will
need to retain the capacity fornuclear retaliation against
those who might contemplate the use of weapons of
mass destruction. We must also continue to explore
other ways to improve our ability to counter prolifera
tion, such as active and passive defenses against nuclear,
biological, and chemical weapons and their delivery
systems.

Addressing Nuclear Dangers and
Seizing Opportunities

Given this situation, our strategy for addressing the
new dangers from nuclear weapons and other weapons
of mass destruction and seizing opportunities to pre
vent their use must involve a multi-pronged approach.

First, it includes nonprolijeration efforts to pre
vent the spread of weapons of mass destruction to
additional countries through the strengthening ofexist
ing controls on the export of WMD technologies and
materials and the improvement and expansion of inter
national mechanisms and agreements for limiting and
eliminating nuclear, biological, and chemical weap
ons.

Second, we must pursue cooperative threat reduc
tion with the former Soviet Union. aimed at eliminat
ing its stockpiles of nuclear, chemical, and biological
weapons and preventing the spread of\veapons ofmass
destruction, their components, and related technology
and expertise within and beyond FSU borders.

'While these first two efforts involve primarily
diplomatic measures. DoD must also focus on
counterprolijeratioll efforts to deter. prevent, or de
fend against the use of WMD if our nonprolifer:ltion
endeavors fail. Specifically. to address the new nuclear
dangers. DoD must emphasize:

Section II
A DEFENSE STRATEGY FOR THE NEW ER~

• Improvements in intelligence - both overall
WMD threat assessments and timely intelligence
and detection to support battlefield operations and
management.

• Improvements in the ability of both our general
purpose and special operations forces to seize,
disable, or destroy arsenals of nuclear, biological,
and chemical weapons and their delivery systems.

• Maintenance of flexible and robust nuclear and
conventional forces to deter WMD attacks through
the credible threat of devastating retaliation.

• Development of ballistic and cruise missile de
fenses, focused on the deployment of advanced
theater missile defenses to protect forward-de
ployed U.S. forces and provision ofthe capability
for a limited defense of the United States.

• Improved passive defenses, including better in
dividual protective gear and better antidotes and
vaccines for our forces in the event they are ex
posed to chemical or biological attacks.

• Other improved equipment, capabilities, and
tactics to minimize the vulnerability of U.S. forces
to WMD attacks.

• Better technologies to detect weapons trans
ported covertly into the United States and else
where for terrorist purposes.

Regional Dangers and Opportunities

Regional dangers include a host of threats: large
scale aggression; smallerconflicts; internal strife caused
by ethnic, tribal, or religious animosities; state-spon
sored terrorism: subversion of friendly governments;
insurgencies; and drug trafficking. Each of these
dangers jeopardizes. to varying degrees. interests im
portant to the United States.
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Specific examples of these new regional dangers
include:

• The continuing military preparations underway
in North Korea, including the development of
nuclear weapons and longer-range missiles 
both of which are viewed with alarm by their
neighbors and could spur massive rearmament
throughout East Asia.

• The ambitions of Iraq or Iran to dominate South
west Asia, which continue to threaten our friends
and allies in the Persian Gulf region and could
endanger global economic stability through limit
ing access to oil supplies.

• The continuing civil war in Croatia and Bosnia,
with its terrible human suffering and potential
spillover into the remainder of the former Yugo
slavia and other neighboring states.

• The struggles in central and eastern Europe as
many 'states seek to consolidate democracy and
build market economies, which, if this difficult
transition fails, could produce internal instability
and regional conflict.

• State-sponsored terrorism which increasingly
brinos its violence within U.S. borders.

'"
• Drug trafficking in Latin America and else
where which endangers the lives, health, and live
lihoods of Americans.

Beyond these dangers, there are also real opportu
nities. Durin!! the Cold War, repressive regimes that
were direct adversaries of the United States dominated
vast regions of the globe. Today, the countries that
pose direct dangers to us are far fewer, and the coun
tries that may join us in thwarting the remaining
regional dangers are far more numerous.
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Addressing Regional Dangers and
Seizing Opportunities

To address the new regional dangers and seize new
opportunities, we have developed a multifaceted strat-
eoy based on defeatino aooressors in major regional
~ ,:, 0':;'

conflicts, maintaining overseas presence to deter con
flicts and provide regional stability, and conducting
smaller-scale intervention operations, such as peace
enforcement, peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance,
and disaster relief to further U.S. interests and
objectives.

Major Regional Conflicts. The United States
will continue to have important interests and allies in
many regions ofthe world, from Europe through South
west Asia, into East Asia, and elsewhere. Regional
aggressors represent a danger that must be deterred
and, if necessary, defeated by the military capability of
the United States and its allies. Moreover, if we were
to be drawn into a war in response to the armed
aooression of one hostile nation, another could well be
"''''

tempted to attack its neighbors - especially if it were
convinced the United States and its allies did not
possess the requisite military capability or will to
oppose it.

Therefore, it is prudent for the United States to
maintain sufficient military power to be able to win two
major regional conflicts that occur nearly simulta
neously. With this capability, we will be confident, and
our allies as well as potential enemies will know, that
a single regional conflict will not leave our interests
and allies in other regions at risk.

Further. sizing our forces for two major regional
conflicts provides a hedge against the possibility that a
future adversary might one day confront us with a
larger-than-expected threat, and then turn out, through
doctrinal or technological innovation, to be more ca
pable than we expect, or enlist the assistance of other
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nations to form a coalition against our interests. The
dynamic and unpredictable post-Cold War environ
ment demands that we maintain military capabilities
flexible and responsive enough to cope with unfore
seen dangers. Thus, U.S. forces will be structured to
achieve decisive victory in two nearly simultaneous
major regional conflicts and to conduct combat opera
tions characterized by rapid response and a high prob
ability ofsuccess, while minimizing the risk of signifi
cant American casualties.

Overseas Presence. Stationing and deploying
U.S. military forces overseas in peacetime is an essen
tial element in dealing with new regional dangers and
pursuing new opportunities.

The peacetime overseas presence of our forces is
the single most visible demonstration of our commit
ment to defend U.S. and allied interests in Europe.
Asia, and elsewhere around the world. The presence of
U.S. forces deters adventurism and coercion by poten
tially hostile states, reassures friends, enhances re
gional stability, and undel'\vrites our larger strategy of
international engagement, prevention, and partnership.
It also gives us a stronger influence, both political and
economic as well as military, in the affairs of key
regions.

By stationing forces abroad we also improve our
ability to respond effectively to crises or aggression
when they occur. Our overseas presence provides the
leading edge of the rapid response capability that we
would need in a crisis. Moreover, our day-to-day
operations with allies improve the ability of U.S. and
allied forces to operate effectively together.

Finally. our routine presence helps to ensure our
access to the facilities and bases we would need during
a conflict or contingency. both to operate in a given
region and to deploy forces from the United States to
distant regions.

Our overseas presence forces take several forms:

• Permanent or long-term overseas stationing of
U.S. ground. air. and maritime forces.

Section II
A DEFENSE STRATEGY FOR THE NEW ERA

• Periodic and temporary deployments of forces
in response to crises or to enhance deterrence
through joint training with allied and friendly
forces.

• Prepositioning of military equipment and sup
plies to facilitate a rapid American military re
sponse should a crisis occur.

Army and Air Force units are permanently sta
tioned in regions where the United States has important
and enduring interests and wants to make clear that
aggression will be met by a U.S. military response.
Because these units are also part of the forces needed
to fight and win two major regional conflicts, we must
retain a significant presence in key regions. However,
with the demise of the global Soviet threat we can
protect our interests and prepare for potential regional
conflicts at significantly reduced levels of forward
deployed forces.

Maritime overseas presence forces range widely
across the world' s oceans. demonstrating to both friends
and potential adversaries that the United States has
global interests and the ability to bring military power
quickly to bear anywhere in the world. In addition.
maritime forces have the operational mobility and
political flexibility to reposition to potential trouble
spots by unilateral U.S. decision - whether to signal
America's interest in resolving a crisis. evacuate Ameri
can citizens from danger, render humanitarian assis
tance, or conduct strikes against countries suppoiting
terrorism or defying U.N. resolutions.

Peacekeeping, Peace Enforcement, and Other
Intervention Operations. While deterring and de
feating major regional aggression will be the most
demanding requirement of the new defense strategy,
our emphasis on engagement, prevention, and partner
ship means that, in this new era. U.S. military forces are
more likely to be involved in operations short of
declared or intense warfare. Events of the past few
years have already borne this our. as our armed forces
have been involved in a \vide range of so-called "inter
vention" operations. from aiding typhoon victims in
Bangladesh during Operation Sea Angel. to delivering
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humanitarian relief to the fonner Soviet Union under
Operation Provide Hope, to conducting the emergency
evacuation ofU.S. citizens from Liberia during Opera
tion Sharp Edge, to restoring order and aiding the
victims of the civil war in Somalia during Operation
Restore Hope.

Through overseas presence and power projection,
our armed forces can help deter or contain violence in
volatile regions where our interests are threatened. In
some circumstances, U.S. forces can serve a peace
keeping role, monitoring and facilitating the imple
mentation of cease-fire and peace agreements with the
consent of the belligerent parties as part of a U.N. or
other coalition presence. In more hostile situations, the
United States might be called upon, along with other
nations, to provide forces to compel compliance with
international resolutions or to restore order in peace
enforcement operations. In some cases, such as Opera
tion Just Cause in Panama, we may intervene unilater
ally to protect our interests. Finally, our armed forces
will continue to play an important role in the national
effort to halt the importation of illegal drugs to the
United States.

In the future. there are likely to be many occasions
when \ve are asked to intervene with military force
overseas. In deciding where, when, and how our
military should be employed for peace enforcement,
peacekeeping. humanitarian relief, or similar types of
operations, we will need to consider each situation
individually and carefully weigh several factors:

• Does participation advance U.S. national
interests?

• Are the objectives clear and attainable')

• How will the intervention affect our other de
fense obligations?

• Can the United States contribute capabilities and
assets necessary for the success of the mission?

Because these operations are so diverse, the forces
and capabilities needed to conduct them will vary.
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Fortunately, the military capabilities needed for these
operations are largely those maintained for other pur
poses - major regional conflicts and overseas pres
ence. Thus, although specialized training and equip
ment may often be needed, the forces required will, for
the most part, be selected elements of those general
purpose forces maintained for other, larger military
operations. There are some forces and capabilities that
are particularly well suited for intervention operations
- for example, special operations forces, including
psychological operations and civil affairs units.

New Dangers to Democracy and
Opportunities for Democratic Reform

The post-Cold War trend toward democracy
.throughout much of the \vorld is a tremendously favor
able one for the security of the United States. Our
values are ascendant. Peaceful resolution ofdisputes is
more likely as democracy spreads.

This positive trend, however, is reversible. In most
fonner communist countries, democratic institutions
are not yet finnly established. and market refonns have
yet to produce tangible improvements in standards of
living. The reversal of refonns and the emergence of
ultranationalist authoritarianism, particularly in Rus
sia, would substantially alter the security situation for
the United States.

Addressing Dangers to Democracy

U.S. strategy will seek to draw democratizing
states in central and eastern Europe, Russia, Ukraine.
and other fonner Soviet republics into deeper partner
ship. We and our allies should:

• Offer carefully targeted economic aid, training
assistance. and education and infonnation pro
grams to help undenvrite democratization and
market refonns.

• Continue and intensify our program of defense
to-defense contacts to foster mutual understanding
and help these countries institute democratic, ci
vilian control over the military.
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• Provide assistance to secure and reduce the Rus
sian nuclear arsenal and eliminate strategic nuclear
annaments in the non-Russian republics.

• Solicit cooperation in regional security initia
tives, such as multilateral peacekeeping opera
tions.

Collectively, such measures constitute "defense
by other means" against the potential consequences of
failure of reform in Russia and elsewhere. We also
need to work with the military in other countries to
sustain democracy.

As a hedge against possible reversals, we should
strengthen our bilateral and multilateral ties in central
and eastern Europe. We must also retain the means to
rebuild a larger force structure, should one be needed
in the future to confront an emergent authoritarian and
imperialistic Russia reasserting its full military poten
tial.

New Economic Dangers and
Opportunities

The final - and in the post-Cold War period,
perhaps most important - set of dangers that U.S.
strategy must confront is economic. In recent years,
the U.S. economy has been plagued by an enormous
and growing federal debt, sluggish growth, inadequate
job creation, and a large trade imbalance. Further, our
growing dependence on imported petroleum consti
tutes an economic danger of its own.

The Department of Defense can help address these
economic dangers. DoD can help America seize the
opportunity presented by the end of the Cold War to
enhance its economic security. We must stress the
productive reinvestment of defense resources, facili
ties, and technology into the civilian economy. Placing
new emphasis on key technologies - information and
manufacturing technologies and advanced materials
- will help strengthen both the military and civilian
sectors. With careful restructuring of our forces and
support infrastructure, we can maintain capabilities
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sufficient to meet our present and future security needs
while reducing the overall level ofresources devoted to
defense.

Beyond simply using fewer resources, the Depart
ment of Defense will actively assist in the transition of
the U.S. economy away from a Cold War footing. Such
assistance will come in the form ofproviding transition
assistance to individuals departing the military, facili
tating the conversion of defense industries, and en
couraging the freer flow of technologies between the
civilian and military sectors.

Sustaining a healthy free trade regime and, within
that, expanding U.S. exports and reducing trade imbal
ances will be key to our future economic growth.
Addressing these issues productively will hinge on
maintaining sound political and economic relation
ships with our trading partners. Trade relations are
intertwined with security relations: In most cases, we
enjoy close security relationships with our trading
partners. Our bilateral and multilateral security ar
rangements are tangible evidence of our interest in
regions, and they help ensure that the United States will
have a "seat at the table" in forums for political and
economic decisionmaking.

Military power supports and is supported by politi
cal and economic power. Likewise, security relation
ships support and are supported by trade relationships.
We cannot expect to improve our trade relations or our
trading position with our allies if we withdraw from our
security relationships. At the same time, we must
recognize that domestic support for overseas commit
ments depends in part on the perception of fairness in
trade and other matters.

Objectives of Our Armed Forces

Our examination ofnew dangers and opportunities
leads to the follo\ving major objectives for our anned
forces.

To meet the new nuclear danger and seize the
opportunities in this area, our objectives are to:
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• Deter the use of nuclear, biological, or chemical
weapons against the United States, its forces, and
its allies.

• Halt or at least slow the proliferation of nuclear.
biological, and chemical weapons.

• Develop capabilities to locate and destroy WMD
storage, production, and deployment facilities of
potential aggressors and defend our forward-de
ployed forces from such weapons.

• Continue to reduce the nuclear arsenals of the
former Soviet Union and the United States and so
reduce the threat of nuclear war.

• Minimize the exposure and the vulnerability of
U.S. forces to nuclear, biological, or chemical
weapons use.

To meet new regional dangers and seize the op
portunities that exist to reduce these dangers, our
objectives are to:

• Deter and, if necessary, defeat major aggression
in regions important to the United States.

• Be capable of fighting and winning two major
regional conflicts nearly simultaneously.

• Prepare U.S. forces to participate effectively in
multilateral peace enforcement and unilateral in
tervention operations.

• Continue to adapt existing alliances and build
new ones to enhance regional and global security.

To meet the dangers to democratic reform and
seize the opportunity for a further spread of democ
racy, our objectives are to:

• Use military-to-military contacts to help foster
democratic values in o~her countries.

• Protect fledgling democracies from subversion
and external threats.
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To meet the dangers to American economicpros
perity and seize the opportunity to accelerate U.S.
economic growth and promote global economic well
being, our objectives are to:

• Redirect resources to investments that improve
both our defense posture and our competitive po
sition economically.

• Facilitate reinvestment that allows defense in
dustries to shift to nondefense production.

• Support the development of dual-use technolo
gies and encourage the freer flow of technology
between the military and civilian sectors.

• Use our long-standing security relationships with
key allies and partners to build a bridge to greater
economic cooperation and to sustain and enhance
global free trade.

• Actively assist nations in making the transition
from controlled to market economies.

Building Future Capabilities:
Guiding Principles

While the objectives outlined above provide a
framework for determining our force structure and
modernization requirements, certain other underlying
principles guided our effort during the Bottom-Up
Review. In his inaugural address, President Clinton
pledged to keep America' s military the best-trained,
best-equipped, best-prepared fighting force in the world.
To fulfill that pledge, we must keep it the focus of our
effort throughout the planning. programming, and bud
geting process.

First, we must keep ourforces ready to fight. We
have already witnessed the challenges posed by the
new dangers in operations like Just Cause (Panama),
Desert Storm (Iraq), and Restore Hope (Somalia).
Each of these were "'come as you are" campaigns with
little time to prepare our forces for the challenges they
met.
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The new dangers thus demand that we keep our
forces ready to fight as a top priority in allocating
scarce defense resources. We must adequately fund
operations and maintenance accounts, maintain suffi
cient stocks ofspare parts, keep our forces well-trained
and equipped, and take the other steps essential to
preserving readiness.

A key element of maintaining forces ready to fight
is to maintain the quality ofour people, so that they
remain the best fighting force in the world. First, this
means keeping our personnel highly motivated by
treating them fairly and maintaining their quality of
life. It also means continuing to recruit talented young
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men and women, expanding career opportunities for
all service members, and putting in place programs to
ease the transition to civilian life for departing military
personnel as we bring down the size of our forces.

We must also maintain the technological superi
ority of our weapons and equipment. Operation Desert
Storm demonstrated that we produce the best weapons
and military equipment in the world. This technologi
cal edge helps us to achieve victory more swiftly and
with fewer casualties. We must design a balanced
modernization program that safeguards this edge and
the necessary supporting industrial base without buy
ing more weapons than we need or can afford.
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FORCES TO IMPLEMENT THE DEFENSE STRATEGY

We describe the forces and capabilities needed to
implement our defense strategy and guide the con
struction of our overall force structure as "building
blocks." Force building blocks are a valuable analyti
cal tool that allow us to see the linkage between certain
types and quantities of forces and the tasks they are
meant to perform. They also make clearer the price to
be paid in making cuts in the military structure: elimi
nating a force building block can mean eliminating the
capability to conduct a particular task.

Four broad classes of potential military operations
were used in the Bottom-Up Review to evaluate the
adequacy of future force structure alternatives:

• Major regional conflicts (MRCs).

• Smaller-scale conflicts or crises that would re
quire U.S. forces to conduct peace enforcement or
intervention operations.

• Overseas presence - the need for u.S. military
forces to conduct nonnal peacetime operations in
critical regions.

• Deterrence of attacks with weapons of mass
destruction, eitheragainst U.S. territory, U.S. forces,
or the territory and forces of U.S. allies.

This list is not all-inclusive. We will provide
forces and military support for other types of opera
tions, such as peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance,
and to counter international drug trafficking. How
ever, while such operations often call for small num
bers of specialized forces or assets, they are not likely
to be major determinants of general purpose force
structure. However. they could require specialized
training and equipment.

Our analvsis of each of these four tvpes of opera-. .
tions allowed us to construct, for planning purposes,
buildino blocks of the forces required for them. By
combining the building blocks and adjusting them to
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account for judgments about the need to conduct simul
taneous operations, we were able to determine the
number and mix of active and reserve forces that we
will need to carry out our defense strategy.

Major Regional Conflicts

During the Cold War, U.S. military planning was
dominated by the need to confront numerically supe
rior Soviet forces in Europe, the Far East, and South
west Asia. Now, the focus is on the need to project
power into regions important to U.S. interests and to
defeat potentially hostile regional powers, such as
North Korea or Iraq. Although these nations are un
likely to threaten the United States directly, they and
other countries like them have shown that they are
willino and able to field forces sufficient to threaten::>

important U.S. interests, friends, and allies. Operation
Desert Storm was a powerful demonstration of the
need to counter such regional aggression.

Potential regional aggressors are expected to be
capable of fielding military forces in the following
ranges:

• 400,000 - 750,000 total personnel under arms
• 2,000 - 4,000 tanks
• 3,000 - 5,000 armored fighting vehicles
• 2,000 - 3,000 artillery pieces
• 500 - 1,000 combat aircraft
• 100 - 200 naval vessels, primarily patrol craft

armed with surface-to-surface missiles, and up
to 50 submarines

• 100 - 1,000 Scud-class ballistic missiles, some
possibly "'lith nuclear, chemical, or biological
warheads.

Military forces of this size could threaten regions
important to the United States ifallied or friendly states
were unable to match their power. Hence, we must
prepare our forces to assist those offriends and allies in
deterrin 0 and ultimatelv defeatimz, aggression should0' 01 .... __

it occur.
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Scenarios as Planning Tools. Every war that the
United States has fought has been different from the
last, and different from what defense planners had
envisioned. For example, the majority of the bases and
facilities used by the United States and its coalition
partners in Operation Desert Storm were built in the
1980s, when we envisioned a Soviet invasion through
Iran to be the principal threat to the Gulf region. In
planning forces capable of fighting and winning major
regional conflicts, we must avoid preparing for past
wars. History suggests that we most often deter the
conflicts that we plan for and actually fight the ones we
do not anticipate.

Section III
FORCES TO lJ."IPLEMENT THE DEFENSE STRATEGY

For planning and assessment purposes, we have
selected two illustrative scenarios that are both plau
sible and posit demands characteristic of those that
could be posed by conflicts with other potential adver
saries. Figure 4 displays the scenarios and their rela
tionship to planning for force employment across a
range of potential conflicts. While a number of sce
narios were examined, the two that we focused on most
closely in the Bottom-Up Review envisioned aggres
sion by a remilitarized Iraq against Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia, and by North Korea against the Republic of
Korea.
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Neither of these scenarios should be regarded as a
prediction of future conflicts, but each provides a
useful representation of the challenge that could be
presented by a well-armed regional power initiating
aO'O'ression thousands of miles from the United States.00

As such, the scenarios serve as yardsticks against
which to assess, in gross terms, the capabilities of U.S.
forces.

In each scenario, we examined the performance of
projected U.S. forces in relation to critical parameters,
including warning time, the threat, terrain, weather,
duration of hostilities, and combat intensity. Overall,
these scenarios were representative oflikely ranges of
these parameters.

Both scenarios were developed for analyses con
ducted by the Joint Staff. Each assumed a similar
enemy operation: an armor-heavy, combined-arms
offensive against the outnumbered forces of a neigh
boring state. U.S. forces, most of which were not
presumed to be present in the region when hostilities
commenced. had to deploy to the region quickly,
supplement indigenous forces, halt the invasion, and
defeat the aggressor.

Such a "short notice" scenario, in which only a
modest number of U.S. forces are in a region at the
outset of hostilities, is both highly stressing and plau
sible. History shows that we frequently fail to antici
pate the location and timing of aggression, even large
scale attacks against our interests. In such cases, it may
also not be possible, prior to an attack, to reach a
political consensus on the proper U.S. response or to
convince our allies to grant U.S. forces access to
facilities in their countries.

We also expect that the United States will often be
fiO'htin 0' as the leader of a coalition, with allies provid-'=' '='

ing some support and combat forces. As was the case
in Desert Storm, the need to defend common interests
should prompt our allies in many cases to contribute
capable forces to a war effort. Ho\vever, our forces
must be sized and structured to preserve the flexibility
and the capability to act unilaterally, should we choose
to do so.
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The Four Phases of U.S. Combat
Operations

Our first priority in preparing for regional conflicts
is to prevent them from ever occurring. This is the
purpose of our overseas presence forces and opera
tions, joint exercises, and other military capabilities
to deter potential regional aggressors from even con
templating an attack. Should deterrence fail and con
flict occur, it is envisioned that combat operations
would unfold in four main phases.

Phase 1: Halt the invasion. The highest priority
in defending against a large-scale attack will most
often be to minimize the territory and critical facilities
that an invader can capture. Should important strategic
assets fall, the invader might attempt to use them as
bargaining chips. In addition, stopping an invasion
quickly may be key to ensuring that a threatened ally
can continue its crucial role in the collective effort to
defeat the aggressor. Further, the more territory the
enemy captures, the greater the price to take it back:
The number of forces required for a counteroffensive
to repel an invasion can increase, with correspondingly
greater casualties, depending on the progress the en
~my makes. In the event of a short-warning attack,
more U.S. forces would need to deploy rapidly to the
theater and enter the battle as quickly as possible.

Phase 2: Build up U.S. combat power in the
theater while reducing the enemy's. Once an enemy
attack had been stopped and the front stabilized, U.S.
and allied efforts would focus on continuing to build up
combat forces and logistics support in the theater while
reducing the enemy's capacity to fight. Land, air,
maritime, and special operations forces from the United
States and coalition countries would continue to arrive.
These forces would seek to ensure that the enemy did
not regain the initiative on the ground, and they would
mount sustained attacks to reduce the enemy's military
capabilities in preparation for a combined-arms coun
teroffensive.

Phase 3: Decisively defeat the enemy. In the
third phase, U.S. and allied forces would seek to mount
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a large-scale, air-land counteroffensive to defeat the
enemy decisively by attacking his centers of gravity,
retaking territory he had occupied, destroying his war
making capabilities, and successfully achieving other
operational or strategic objectives.

Phase 4: Provide for post-war stability. Al
though a majority of U.S. and coalition forces would
begin returning to their horne bases, some forces might
be called upon to remain in the theater after the enemy
had been defeated to ensure that the conditions that
resulted in conflict did not recur. These forces could
help repatriate prisoners, occupy and administer some
or all of the enemy's territory, or ensure compliance
with the provisions of war-termination or cease-fire
agreements.

Forces for Combat Operations

Described below are the types of forces that are
needed to conduct joint combat operations in all four
phases of an MRC.

Forces for Phase 1. Primary responsibility for
the initial defense oftheir territory rests, ofcourse, with
our allies. As forces of a besieged country move to
blunt an attack, U.S. forces already in the theater would
move rapidly to provide assistance. However, as
already mentioned, we are drawing down our overseas

An ATACMS launch.
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presence in response to the end of the Cold War. Thus,
the bulk of our forces, even during the early stages of
a conflict, would have to corne from the United States.
This places a premium on rapidly deployable yet
highly lethal forces to blunt an attack.

The major tasks to be performed in this phase and
beyond are:

• Help allied forces establish a viable defense that
halts enemy ground forces before they can achieve
critical objectives.

• Delay, disrupt, and destroy enemy ground forces
and damage the roads along which they are mov
ing, in order to halt the attack. U.S. attacks would
be mounted by a combination of land- and sea
based strike aircraft and heavy bombers using
precision-guided munitions; long-range tactical
missiles; ground maneuver forces with antiarmor
capabilities; and special operations forces.

• Protect friendly forces and rear-area assets from
attack by aircraft or cruise and ballistic missiles,
using land- and sea-based aircraft, ground- and
sea-based surface-to-air missiles, and special op
erations forces.

• Establish air superiority and suppress enemy air
defenses as needed, including those in rear areas
and those accompanying invading ground forces.
using land- and sea-based strike and jamming
aircraft as well as surface-to-surface missiles, such
as the Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS).

• Destroy high-value targets, such as weapons of
mass destruction, and degrade the enemy's ability
to prosecute military operations through attacks
focused on his central command, control, and
communications facilities. For such attacks. we
would rely heavily on long-range bombers and
land- and sea-based strike aircraft using precision
guided munitions, and on cruise missiles. Special
operations forces would also play an important
role in such attacks.
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• Establish maritime superiority, using naval task
forces with mine countermeasure ships, in order to
ensure access to ports and sea lines of communica
tion, and as a precondition for amphibious as
saults.

Forces for Phase 2. Many of the same forces
employed in Phase I would be used in the second phase
to perform similar tasks - grinding down the enemy's
military potential while additional U.S. and other coa
lition combat power was brought into the region. As
more land- and sea-based air forces arrived, emphasis
would shift from halting the invasion to isolating
enemy ground forces and destroying them, destroying
enemy air and naval forces, destroying stocks of sup
plies, and broadening attacks on military-related tar
gets in the enemy's rear area. These attacks could be
supplemented with direct and indirect missile and
artillery fire from ground, air, and naval forces.

Meanwhile, other U.S. forces, including heavy
ground forces, would begin arriving in the theater to
help maintain the defensive line established at the end
of Phase 1 and to begin preparations for the counter
offensive.

Forces for Phase 3. The centerpiece of Phase 3
would be the U.S. and allied counteroffensive, aimed
at engaging, enveloping, and destroying or capturing
enemy ground forces occupying friendly territory.
Major tasks within the counteroffensive include:

• Breaching tactical and protective minefields.

• Maneuvering to envelop or flank and destroy
enemy forces. including armored vehicles in dug
in positions.

• Conducting or threatening an amphibious inva
sion.

• Applying air power using precision-guided mu
nitions in support of ground forces and for deep
interdiction attacks.
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• Dislodging and defeating infantry fighting from
dug-in positions, and defeating light infantry on
urban terrain.

• Destroying enemy artillery.

• Locating and destroying mobile enemy reserves.

Combat power in this phase would include highly
mobile armored, mechanized, and air assault forces.
supported by the full complement of air power, special
operations forces, and land- and sea-based fire support.
Amphibious forces would provide additional opera
tional flexibility to the theater commander.

Forces for Phase 4, Finally, a smaller comple
ment of joint forces would remain in the theater once
the enemy had been defeated. These forces might
include a carrier battle group. one to two wings of
fighters, a division or less of ground forces, and special
operations units.

Supporting Capabilities

The foregoing list of forces for the various phases
ofa major regional conflict included only combat force
elements. Several types of support capabilities would
play essential roles in all phases.

U.S. lvlarines condw:ling
amphibious assault exercise.
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